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ABSTRACT
Previous automated classified document systems developed commercially or
in-house to serve classified libraries with 50,000 documents or less, have been limited by
excessive cost or insufficient functionality. The problem addri-s-d by this research was to
improve the automated systems available to classified libra.., - .'1 50,000 documents or
less, by upgrading the Library Document System (LDS) to meet the tracking and
document search needs of librarians.
The approach taken was to first conduct a survey of 25 classified libraries tc assess
their document tracking procedures and requirements. Next, a thorough e/camination of
the commercial and in-house automated classified document systems was performed to
determine the state of solutions available. Finally, a strategy for modifying LDS was
outlined to incorporate the tracking and document search features desired, using modem
relational database constructs, structured programming techniques, and user-friendly
interface design.
As a result of this work, LDS was upgraded to fulfill the needs of classified
librarians with 50,000 documents or less. In particular the schemata of the system were
extended, a sophisticated search facility was implemented, and a mouse-oriented
user-friendly interface was provided.-Accesior ForNTIS CRA&IMDTIC TAB El
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In 1989, as microcomputers were becoming more prevalent in the Navy, many
commands discerned the potential benefits and opportunities for developing in-house
systems to automate and streamline their operations. The Navy and Marine Corps
Intelligence Training Center (NMITC) in Virginia Beach was one such command that
sought to integrate the technological changes. Its classified library, with thousands of
documents that were difficult and tedious to manage by hand, was a perfect candidate for
computer automation. Their idea was simple: develop a classified document control
system that would maintain the entire collection of documents while providing multi-user
access through a Local Area Network (LAN). By creating a comprehensive automated
database management system in-house, not only would the system be tailor made to
NMITC's specifications, but it would save the Navy approximately $500,000 in outside
development costs. At that time, commercial library systems were primarily being
developed for the unclassified public libraries and their costs were still prohibitive for small
libraries such as NMITC's.
The Library Document System (LDS) was developed and tested over a six month
period and became fully operational in November 1989. Because of its success and
reliability, LDS has been distributed to over 30 commands in the Navy and two commands
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in the Air Force. Since LDS was designed to operate in a GENSER, environment, its
functionality is somewhat restricted when implemented in classification levels beyond
GENSER.
In 1994, there is still a need for a low-cost, specialized system like LDS
Performing a critical role in the development and implementation of LDS, I have become
acutely aware of the capabilities of automated classified document systems. As a Naval
Intelligence Officer, I have observed a variety of these systems over the last five years on
ships and at shore facilities. Since there is no Navy standardized system, library
administrators must develop a method for managing their documents. This method may
or may not be beneficial to the patrons the libraries are there to serve. Although, a simple
tracking system may keep the administrator up-to-date on the whereabouts of any given
document, if that system does not provide a query capability for patrons, it is of little use.
Given that the amount of information that is generated and disseminated in this
information age, devising a system that can assist patrons in eliminating excess or
unneeded information is paramount. One solution to this situation is to formally define the
needs of both the administrators and patrons and provide them with a system like LDS.
However, with the technological advances, since 1989, coupled with the user's knowledge
and exposure to intuitive user-interfaces, LDS must be upgraded with more sophisticated
features and a more user friendly interface.
'Generic classification which includes unclassified, confidential and secret material.
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B. PROBLEM STATEMENT
1. Update LDS to use modern computer technology
In the five years since LDS inception, technology has changed dramatically. LDS
was designed to operate on a Zenith 248 (Intel 80286-8Mhz, 640K) running MS-DOSTM
and LANTASTICTM multi-user software. It was written in dBASE III PLUSTM and the
CA-CLIPPERTM (Summer '87) procedural language. The computers and software
systems available today are indisputably more advanced, performing hundreds of
multi-processing tasks while operating in a multi-user environment. Although the
previous versions of LDS remain upwardly compatible, no provisions were made for it to
take advantage of the capabilities and resources provided by today's systems.
There are several areas that will be addressed when upgrading LDS to today's
technology. The implementation of mouse support and more user friendly interface
methods is essential for current and new users who are acclimated to using a mouse. The
new version will need to take advantage of modem operating systems, LANs, and be
programmed in an object-based structured programming language. LDS must have the
capability to coexist with other applications sharing RAM and virtual memory resources
without conflict. LDS should also account for hardware modifications such as: the
multiple communication ports used for retrieving barcode data from portable barcode
readers, interface with new barcode scanners, and the ability to address network and laser
printers. Finally, if LDS is to continue to be successful, it must compete with larger, more
expensive systems by accommodating user's demands. Such demands are document
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abstracts for patrons to view on-screen before signing out documents and a Boolean
search capability.
2. Generalize LDS from GENSER to more global environment
As discussed previously, LDS was designed and implemented to NMITC's
GENSER specifications, its popularity with other commands was not anticipated.
Therefore, integrating LDS at other commands was difficult when classification levels
varied. Even though NATO classifications were made available with LDS in early 1990,
users still wanted more flexibility, particularly the commands that work with higher
classification levels or have their own set of unique classifications. To support a more
flexible classification system, the introduction of custodians, audit trails and password
protection mechanisms would be essential. If LDS is to appeal to a variety of commands
and organizations DoD wide, then its classification's facility must be flexible and easy te
use.
3. Research Issues
Several concerns were addressed and became the foundation for upgrading LDS.
The first matter was to locate a Navy standard computerized system that facilitates the
efficient tracking of classified documents. If such a system existed, it could function as a
model for improving LDS. However, since there is no standard system in the Navy,
investigating the systems command's currently use to manage their classified publications,
would be the next logical step.
After locating several systems, it was necessary to explore the methods patrons use
to access the library's classified documents. Unfortunately for patrons, many automated
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tracking systems do little more than track document activity Support modules that allow
patrons to request documents on a specific subject are rarely incorporated into small
systems.
Since classified libraries are not unique to the Navy, it was beneficial to consider the
automated tracking systems used by other services. Although a complete evaluation of
the automated systems used by the others services was beyond the scope of this thesis,
those that participated provided some interesting results.
There are numerous commercial document tracking systems available that offer
advanced features for a price. While investigating the commercial systems available, two
issues were raised: could LDS be enhanced with the most significant features from
commercial systems, and to what extent does LDS need to be improved to create the
greatest user satisfaction and extend its usefulness into the future.
After resolving the above concerns, the movement toward developing a
standardized system for the Navy was established.
C. APPROACH
In an attempt to determine the current state of automated classified document
systems in the Navy, a survey was drafted and distributed to 25 commands (see Appendix
A for actual survey and results). The results of the survey were conclusive: there is still a
significant need for automated classified document systems and a replacement system
needs to be found for an aging, unreliabie program called the Classified Document Control
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System (CDCS). There were a few commands that were either in the process of
developing their own system or already had one in place. These commands posses the
in-house expertise capable of developing a quality product. However, the majority of
commands surveyed do not have the expertise nor the time required to develop a reliable
system from the ground up and were notably dissatisfied with CDCS.
Following the survey, the latest version of CDCS (2.0) was acquired for a thorough
analysis. The goal was two-fold; determine CDCS's compatibilities and'or
incompatibilities with LDS and to gain an understanding of the users' discontentment with
the program.
The next step was to contact commercial vendors of automated classified document
systems and determine their cost-to-feature benefits over upgrading LDS. After
contacting several vendors, it became clear that the costs outweigh the benefits for sma.l
libraries. The most reasonable system sold for $45K for a stand-alone version, and
upgrading to a network version cost $45K per node. Therefcre, due to budgetary
constraints, the majority of these small libraries (50,000 documents or less) can not afford
to purchase commercial systems. Library administrators are left with three options; use a
logbook and hand write all transactions, use CDCS, or develop a system from scratch.
This situation is compounded when considering the effects on the patrons of these
libraries. Unless the patron knows the exact document he/she is looking for, searching by
topic may require thumbing through many documents. A more productive use of the
patron's time would be the availability of an automated system that incorporates a flexible
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search feature Ideally the search feature would allow patrons and/or system
administrators to locate documents on a particular subject quickly. Once the patron
identifies the documents he/she wants, the automated system can assist the librarian ill
determining their current location.
Once the need to upgrade LDS was established, developing a s) stematic strategy
took precedence. Several areas were outlined and documented as the most critical
elements in upgrading LDS. A comprehensive analysis of CDCS revealed several features
that were missing in LDS and must be included in the upgrade. The LDS '89 procedural
code was evaluated and a method determined for rejuvenating it with structured
programming constructs. LDS's new features: Boolean search capability, audit system,
password protection, and the custodian and classification tables were profiled. Original
portions of LDS such as the inventory and system reports were redesigned for efficiency
and flexibility. Lastly, both survey results and current LDS user's comments were
considered and factored into the upgrade process.
Three software packages were selected to accomplish the LDS upgrade:
CA-Clipper 5.2 for its object-based structured coding framework, AAmouse for its mouse
support routines, and Data Junction for its ability to convert from one database format to
another literally streamlining the upgrade process for current CDCS or other database
system's users.
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D. OVERVIEW OF THESIS
Chapter II provides more background information on this thesis. In-depth
information is presented on the survey results, alternative system solutions, and the
previous versions of LDS. Additionally the functions and program structures designed to
track classified documents explained. Chapter III discusses the LDS database schema and
how its redesign efficiently uses disk storage space. Chapter IV describes the Boolean
search feature in detail. Chapter V presents an extended example of how LDS functions




The first step in researching the LDS upgrade took the form of a survey.
Distributing a survey into the field satisfied three major objectives: to substantiate the
need for an in-house developed automated classified documents systems (ACDSs), to
inform current Classified Document Control System (CDCS) users that LDS, a supported
DoN product, is being upgraded, and to acquire the pertinent features essential in
systematically operating a classified library more efficiently. The results would provide a
measure of the current state of ACDSs available in the Navy [Ref 6]. The survey would
also sustain or weaken information received early on in the research phase about
suspicions concerning the functionality, reliability and technical support of the previously
Navy sanctioned CDCS.
Notifying the CDCS users that work was in progress to upgrade LDS, a system that
has been in operation for five years, was significant, since CDCS will no longer be
supported. This being the case many comnands have started writing their own software
with or without qualified in-house personnel. The end result may be a ACDS that has
flaws or is poorly designed. Other commands that do not have the in-house talent are left
with either maintaining CDCS, going back to a hand system or allocating the funds to
purchase a commercially developed system. With budget constraints in all services, the
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latter option is not a practical one. Therefore, the information provided by the survey
would immediately benefit those commands that were either planning or in the process of
developing their own in-house system. These commands would simply need to wait for
the release of the upgraded LDS.
The survey would provide a means for the library administrators to share their
opinions about which elements, they feel, create a reliable ACDS. They would also have a
medium to voice concerns they might have about upgrading from their current ACDS.
Evaluating this information would pinpoint the areas most important to the actual system
users, versus theoretical needs conceived at the schoolhouse. To develop the best ACDS,
users must play an integral role. Otherwise, developing a new ACDS without user input
may not fully meet the user's needs and be a waste of time and resources.
If there were to be any type of follow-on system implementation resulting from this
thesis, establishing relationships with the users would be a key factor in guaranteeing
system integration, acceptance and ultimately user satisfaction. If the user believes he/she
played a part in the development of the new ACDS, he/she will be more likely to use it.
A benefit of the survey would the acquisition of information regarding other viable
ACDSs already in existence. This would be in the form of library software systems that
were designed in and for the Navy. By locating such programs, the aforementioned
problems could effectively be resolved by simply transferring a copy of a proven ACDS to
each command and replacing CDCS completely. On the other hand, if commercially
developed software was being used and satisfying the users' needs, that would be reflected
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in the survey results as well. Instead of re-inventing the wheel, the intent here would be to
determine if a low-cost commercially developed ACDS was available to the Navy.
As previously stated, the results of the survey would exhibit the state of ACDSs in
the Navy, thereby providing a definitive direction for this thesis. Essentially, there were
three options: take no action, inform commands of an existing solution, or develop and
implement a new solution. Taking no action would indicate that the current ACDSs are
satisfactory. If an alternative and more effective system was found, resulting from the
survey, that information would be passed to the interested library administrators. Finally,
if the results of the survey indicated that a change was needed to improve the current
ACDSs, LDS would be upgraded and serve as the solution.
B. COMMANDS SELECTED FOR THE SURVEY
The basic idea was to find libraries throughout the Navy that would benefit from
using an ACDS. The only constraint placed on the libraries to be chosen was the size of
their document collection. Libraries with 500 to 50,000 documents were targeted.
Although, libraries with less than 500 would benefit from an ACDS, it is not essential for
maintaining their collection. Libraries with 50,000 or more documents, typically have a
budget that coincides with their collection, therefore, they can afford to purchase a large
commercially developed ACDS and the proprietary hardware required.
Locating the libraries that fit the constraints defined was more difficult than
anticipated. The first step was to contact the Librarian of the Navy and attempt to acquire
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a list of candidate libraries for the survey. However, no such list exists, and the Librarian
of the Navy indicated that this was due to their secure nature. The next approach was to
contact the classified document producers and request a listing of the various client
libraries they serve. Again, there was no list available. Finally, after contacting the Naval
Security Group in Washington, D.C., a CDCS customer list was obtained which provided
the target libraries needed. Out of the several hundred libraries listed, 75 were phoned and
asked to participate in the survey, 25 of which agreed to participate. Those that did not
participate were either unreachable due to incorrect phone numbers, unavailable during the
survey time-frame, or had a satisfactory ACDS in place and not interested.
Since the CDCS libraries are highly specialized and secure libraries, finding a flexible
ACDS to fulfill their requirements would naturally fulfill the requirements of less secure
libraries. If LDS became the new ACDS of choice, its current version was already
compatible with GENSER libraries. To make LDS's application generic and adaptable to
more secure libraries, those libraries needed to be involved. This philosophy would permit
a wide range of libraries, from unclassified to the most secure, to utilize the upgraded
version of LDS.
When CDCS's contract expired in January 1994, the Navy's SSO Resource Manager
decided not to renew it in lieu of user's apparent lack of enthusiasm for the program. This
decision would effectively leave CDCS users to fend for themselves. With no further
funding for CDCS development or support, transitioning to LDS or another ACDS would
not be too difficult for current CDCS users. This being the case, the current CDCS users
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would also be more willing to share their insight and ideas on how a dependable
user-friendly ACDS would operate.
The survey was delivered to the local commands and the remaining were FAXED.
A deadline of one and a half weeks was given to induce the participants to complete the
survey and FAX it back. A dedicated phone line and 24 hour computer system were setup
to retrieve the FAXES.
C. SCOPE OF SURVEY
The survey was unclassified and designed to cover several areas; a basic description
of the library, its approximate collection size, the number of patrons served daily, what
types of computer hardware, operating system, network and printers were being used, if
any ACDS software was currently being used and what type, and several questions about
desired feature and interest toward using LDS. The two page survey had a total of 20
questions and did not require a great deal of their time. (see Appendix A for survey)
D. SURVEY RESULTS
Within two weeks, 20 of the 25 surveys were returned and analyzed. The results
showed that the average library had approximately 1200 documents, served from 12 to 44
patrons daily. The majority of computers were 386s and had MS-DOS 5.0 as their
primary operating system. The vast majority were using CDCS of which over half
indicated they were not pleased with its operation. Among the most significant complaints
about CDCS were its lack of features and non-user friendly interface. In the final analysis,
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19 to 1 said they would be interested in upgrading from CDCS to a new ACDS. No other
ACDSs, besides LDS, were identified as potential candidates to immediately replace
CDCS, because of its continued support by the Navy.
E. ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS
The next step in developing an upgrade plan for LDS was to look at other library
automation systems. Several large libraries (50,000+ documents) were contacted and
queried about their ACDS. The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) was eagerly awaiting
the arrival of its new ACDS, a UNIX-based multi-user product called STILAS developed
by Sirsi Corporation. The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) employs a DOS-based
multi-user program called MAXCESS by Maxcess Library Systems, Inc. Goodfellow Air
Force Base was waiting for its new system to come on-line, a VMS-based multi-user
program called Galaxy by Gaylord Information Systems. And finally one of the original
75 commands contacted for the survey, the Navy Research Laboratory at the Stennis
Space Center in Missouri (MS?), had contracted out to Sverdrup Technology for its own
DOS-based, multi-user ACDS in 1989, called the Mailroom Inventory System.
A demonstration version of each of the software products was requested for
evaluation, including CDCS. Only three of the requested demonstration packages were
available: MAXCESS, CDCS, and the Mailroom Inventory System. Because of their
operating system and hardware requirements, STILAS and Galaxy came in the form of
literature.
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MAXCESSTM (Figure 2-1) was the most comprehensive and capable system. It has
many robust features and modules that are essential for large sophisticated libraries.
AXCESS modules include: a public catalog, bibliographic management, circulation
nagement, reports and notices, profile management, acquisitions, and classified
document management. Designed by former librarians, MAXCESS is a well organized,
reliable ACDS. Its only drawback is its price, $45,000 a copy for a stand-alone computer
and two days of training. Therefore, in a network environment, with 4 computers for
example, the price could be over $180,000. These prices are excessively prohibitive for
the targeted libraries of this thesis.
Figure 2-1 MAXCESS Demonstration
The Mailroom Inventory System (MIS) (Figure 2-2) was a capable system, flawed
only by its age and lack of features. Since MIS was written five years ago, like LDS, it
does not employ the more modem user-interface designs, for example, dialog boxes and
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push buttons. The most significant features lacking in MIS are the search and
check-in/out capabilities. Nonetheless, MIS does an excellent job of tracking documents
and is relatively easy to learn and use.
Figure 2-2 Mailroom Inventory System
CDCS (Figure 2-3) was the least preferred of the systems evaluated. Its archaic
interface coupled with difficult to use features made CDCS extremely non-user friendly.
CDCS 1.0 originally written by a contractor at Unisys became available in 1990. An
additional $150,000 was spent to upgrade CDCS to version 2.0 from August 1992 to
January 1994. The upgrade done by Charles Fuentez at Fuentez Systems Concepts, Inc.,
essentially fixed a few bugs and provided a user's manual for CDCS. As previously




Figure 2-3 Classified Document Control System
The STIILAS and GALAXY systems were not even considered. Although they
incorporated many of the same features and modules as MAXCESS , both systems require
end users to purchase new hardware and learn a new operating system. STILAS operates
in the UNIX environment and GALAXY requires the Digtals VMS operating system.
The software for these systems was very expensive not to mention the hardware
investment required as well. These systems have their market niche in the large libraries
with 50,000+ documents.
In summary of the alternative ACDSs, none of the reviewed systems fulfilled the
requirements of small classified libraries. MAXCESS, ST1LAS and Galaxy were not only




Based on the outcome of the survey, the decision was made to move forward with
the LDS upgrade. Its five year proven track record and the author's familiarity with the
system made LDS the best solution. The author's experience gained by developing the
original version teamed with an education in Computer Science at the Naval Postgraduate
School, formed an excellent foundation from which to create the next generation of LDS.
The original version of LDS was completed in November 1989. Since then two new
versions were created, NATO and Generic, to support different types of commands.
Although the three versions have the same basic functionality, both the NATO and
Generic versions have the capability of associating the individual's name and workspace
phone number with the documents they were checking out. The NATO version has the
NATO classification suite that is used by ship board and overseas libraries and the Generic
version of LDS was designed for GENSER shore-based libraries in the United States.
The NMITC version did not have the name association and relied on the social security
number of the individual for tracking purposes, it also has ten unique barcodes that could
be used for specialized classified material.
The major features of the original LDS are: the ability to add, edit, and delete
documents, inventory control, reports generation, searching, check-in/out, backup and
restore utilities. The LDS software is LAN ready. The user-interface is relatively simple
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to use, relying on a single keystroke of the selected item number, letter, Return or Escape
key to maneuver between menus or options.
The limitations of LDS like its competitors are many. From the beginning LDS was
not a well planned system. During program development, modules were added as they
became necessary or desired. Maintainability was difficult, especially when dealing with
the three versions, due to the miniizial amount of code sharing. System implementation
deadlines drove the program development, which compromised structured piogramming
design. The results were inefficient algorithms, poor variable naming, the lack of code
documentation, and the GENSER classifications were inflexible. Although the LDS user
interface is relatively simple, first time tu.',ers found it difficult to understand and
manipulate.
G. UPGRADE FUNCTIONS AND STRUCTURE
Upgrading LDS with new features and enhanced flexibility would require a
significant umount of new code and restructuring. While the original code was
operational, many of the procedural algorithms needed to be revamped with an assortment
of functions. Using functions provides a great deal of flexibility in program design, since
many functions can be shared or re-used. Variables defined locally to the function, rather
than globally or privately, uses the ccmputer's memory more efficiently. Another benefit
of implementing functions was the ability to employ recursion in the search algorithm
design. (see Chapter IV for more information on search) Lastly, extensive time was spent
19
renaming and redefining variables, program filenames and database files to permit future
maintainability.
20
III. LDS SCHEMA IN DETAIL
A. DATABASE MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
For complex database systems, the importance of proper schema design can not be
understated. A poor schema design wastes storage space, reduces program efficiency, and
can be plagued by insert, update or deletion anomalies. Once defined, the database
schema is not expected to change very often. Since LDS was being upgraded, its original
database schema needed to be altered to handle the new features and additional data
manipulation requirements. This process required a thorough analysis of the original
schema constructs, a complete understanding of CDCS's schema make-up, and a careful
examination of the new features. Two database design tools where used to aid in
redefining the original LDS schema: the Entity-Relationship Diagram and the Relational
Data Model.
B. ORIGINAL LDS SCHEMA
The original schema design for LDS (Figure 3-1) consisted of seven distinct
database tables. Each table was developed on an ad-hoc basis to satisfy programming
demands, not according to standard relational database design methods. During table
construction, little attention was given to record size or redundancy of data. Certain
tables were being loaded with repetitious data. Consequently, these tables could become
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very large wasting valuable storage space. By employing modem relational database
techniques, schema anomalies would be eliminated in the upgraded version of LDS.
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Figure 3-1 LDS Schema Design in 1989
The database tables are in the form of dBASE III PLUS DBF files. Each table is a
separate file and contains data unique unto itself, essentially making it an entity in the
database system. The LIB.DBF file, for example, holds all the information pertinent to the
documents in the library. The datatypes that make up each record are: character, numeric
and dates.
The seven database tables relate to each other by means of primary keys and foreign
keys. These keys maintain the referential integrity essential in maintaining an accurate
database system. The most important key in the LDS system is the BARCODE. The
BARCODE is a unique identifier for each document, just as a social security number is an
unique identifier for individuals. By selecting a BARCODE from the CHKINOUT.DBF
and relating it to the LIB.DBF, its associated document information can be obtained. This
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being the case, certain situations can cause referential integrity to be compromised. In the
previous example, if the BARCODE and its associated data no longer exist in the
LIB.DBF, the referential pointer from CHIKINOUT.DBF would become null. Relational
database tabies do not have a mechanism for avoiding this circumstance. Therefore, the
LDS program had to be written to ensure and maintain the integrity of the database
system.
Another issue addressed in redefining the LDS schema, was to change the field
names to be more descriptive of their actual role in the table. The field DOPUB is an
example of a field that is difficult to determine at first glance. Therefore, in the new LDS
schema DOPUB was changed to DA TEOFPUB. This type of renaming process will
greatly assist in the maintenance of future versions of LDS.
C. CDCS SCHEMA
Since the CDCS program would effectively be replaced by LDS, it was necessary to
gain an understanding of CDCS's schema make-up. CDCS was written in R:BASETM.
The file structure used by R:BASE to maintain the database system's tables is completely
different than dBASE III PLUS' .DBF file format. R:BASE maintains all 22 of the CDCS
relational tables in three files. The only way to view and manipulate these tables, other
than using CDCS, was to use the R:BASE for DOS software. Fortunately, a version of
R:BASE was secured and provided a method for converting the CDCS tables into the
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dBase .DBF file format. Once the tables were converted, their structure was easily viewed
using dBASE III PLUS.
It was essential to provide data fields in LDS's schema that would maintain the
current CDCS user's data. This process was accomplished by meticulously identifying the
purpose of each field in CDCS's schema and mapping it to a corresponding field in LDS's
schema. There were a few cases in which redundant data fields were either removed or
combined. For example the SYR data field which stores the system year, e.g. 94 in each
record, was removed. Analyzing the SYR's function in the schema and discussing its
effects with current CDCS users, indicated that many problems have occurred at the start
of each year when entering new documents. Users, in several cases, would have to
completely re-enter the documents from the previous year in order to get the system
operational again. Another example is the DOCID data field. This field, originally 15
numeric characters was reduced to seven. The CDCS program required users to insert a
command identification code of up to six letters. This code would automatically appear
before DOCID numbers. The problem here was that users were required to type the
command identification code with a space between it and the DOCID number each time
they wanted to edit or view an existing document, e.g. NPS_CS 198343. However, the
command identification code did not appear on any reports generated by the system.
Therefore, the users were required to figure out when the code was required and when it
was not. This inconsistency was completely eliminated in the LDS upgrade.
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D. NEW LDS SCHEMA
With the schema examination of the original LDS and CDCS complete, research
began into the schema requirements for the new features. This process involved
documenting each new featw-e and creating several examples of how they would be used
in the final program. Not on!% did this process assist in modifying the schema, but it also
augmented program development.
An Entity-Relationship (ER) Diagram was constructed, once the new entities and
their relationships were determined [Ref 3]. This abbreviated ER Diagram (Figure 3-2)
displays the entities as rectangular boxes, e.g. DOCUMENT, CUSTDIAN, and
REPORTS. The relationships are shown in diamond-shaped boxes attached by lines to
their corresponding entity types, e.g. Have, Add,/Edit and Tracks Documents. For the
previous entities and their relationships, the cardinality ratios are either 1:1 or 1 :M (one to
many), e.g. DOCUMENT:CLASSES in Have is 1:1, since each document can have only
one classification. In the case where the cardinality ratio between entities and their
relationships are M:N, the tables are depicted in large diamond-shaped boxes, e.g.
CHKINOUT and SUBJECTS.
Through the use of the ER Diagram (Figure 3-2), two tables from the original LDS
schema were converted to relationships that store data. The SUBJECTS table, for
example, was identified as a relationship versus an entity because of the amount of
redundant data it stored. The role of the SUBJECT table is to maintain a list of related
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subjects or keywords that assist users in searching for documents. A document called
"The Rise and Fall of the Soviet Union" would perhaps have related subjects: "USSR",
"Soviet Union", "Military Power", etc. Another document about the former Soviet Union
might also have the same keywords. In the original LDS schema the additional keywords
would also be inserted into the SUBJECTS table, thus creating redundant data. The ER
Diagram aided in pin-pointing this situation. As a result, the decision was made to create
a new table, KEYWORDS, whose sole purpose is to maintain each unique occurrence of
keywords.
The keywords maintained in the KEYWORDS table can be related to all applicable
documents as necessary. The creation of the KEYWORDS table eliminates redundant
data and wasted storage space. Since keywords are entered only once the opportunity for
data entry errors are significantly reduced as well. From the previous example using the
old LDS schema, for each new document entered into the system, the librarian would have
to enter all the applicable keywords. In the event the librarian typed "USST" instead of
"USSR", a patron's search for "USSR" would not reveal the miss-typed keyword and its
associated document. Although strict attention to keyword entry would help in avoiding
the problem, the new LDS schema and program displays the current list of keywords
available in the system for the librarian to choose from while entering a new document.
The keyword algorithm allows the librarian to type the first few letters of the keyword
he/she intends to enter. It then attempts to find a match in the current list of keywords. If
one Soviet document was previously entered the keyword list would display "USSR" as an
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optional keyword. The librarian would then select "USSR" or continue to type a new
keyword into the system.
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The benefits of constructing an ER Diagram were many. It simplified the addition
of the 10 new tables to the LDS schema by reducing the complexities between entities and
relationships. Even in its abbreviated form, the ER Diagram provides and overall
understanding of how the system operates. Finally and most importantly, the ER Diagram
revealed potential problems in the schema design. The resolution of these obstacles was
much easier in the design phase than during the system implementation phase.
Prior to the actual schema implementation, the new LDS tables were outlined using,
the Relational Data (RD) Model (Figure 3-3). This enabled the characteristics of each
relation to be defined in more detail than the ER Diagram permits. The new attributes
were defined and named according to their relation's role in LDS, e.g. in the HISTORY
table, BARCODE becomes HBarcode. The primary or original LDS relation's retained
their basic data field names, for example, the DOCUMENT.DBF which is a primary
relation retained the data field BARCODE as Barcode. This was done to disambiguate the
primary and secondary or subordinate relations when upgrading the LDS program. Since
the previous version of the LDS program was written using the primary tables and their
respective attributes, adding new tables would be accomplished more easily by employing
relation specific attribute names.
The RD Model was also used to define the key integrity constraints for each table.
In each of the 17 tables, the primary keys are shown in bold and underlined (Figure 3-3).
The foreign keys have not been labeled for simplification purposes, but were documented
while constructing the RD Model.
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Figure 3-3 New LDS Relational Database Schema
Enhancing the RD Model with data types, attribute field size and related indexing
information provided the structure necessary to begin creation and modification of the
LDS tables (see Appendix B). The ER Diagram, RD Model, and the enhanced RD Model
provided the means for generating a sound schema design and moving forward with
program development and implementation.
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IV. SEARCH
A. JUSTIFICATION FOR SEARCH
Automated classified document systems (ACDS) that simply track documents are
nothing more than glorified handwritten log-books, such as the Mailroom Inventory
System and CDCS. Although the speed and legibility factors are vastly improved, how do
these "basic" tracking systems assist patrons in locating the documents they need?
Documents sitting on the shelf are practically useless if the information within can not be
accessed easily. With a "basic" ACDS, there are only a few ways for patrons to access a
library's collection. One method is to allow patrons to literally thumb through the
documents. This method can be frustrating and time consuming. The patron will
eventually find what he/she needs or give up. The librarian can be an another resource for
finding information. However, this requires the patron to query the librarian until the
desired documents are retrieved. Although this method can be effective, it too can be
lengthy and inefficient for both parties.
The ability to conduct complex searches of a database is a primary function of
commercial ACDS, such as MAXCESS, STILAS and GALAXY. After considering these
circumstances, it became evident that a search feature should be a required component of
an ACDS. Therefore, the decision was made to upgrade LDS with a search feature that
would provide immediate and informative access to a library's collection.
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B. PREVIOUS SEARCH
Even though some level of search capability is preferable to none, the original LDS's
search feature has some limitations. Its most capable search, the "Two Subject Search"
(Figure 4-1), is essentially a Boolean AND search of two keywords. This is not a serious
constraint, until the patron or librarian must type the two keywords exactly in order to
begin the search. If a syntax error or misspelling occurs, the user is prompted to start
over. Even with a print-out of the keywords, typographical errors are inevitable and lead
to user frustration. Furthermore, since there is not an easy way for users to view the
current keywords in the system, keyword print-outs potentially contained out-of-date
information.
The addition of new documents and their associated keywords into the system can
be another source of problems. Unless a list of standardized keywords is available when
librarians enter documents, the resulting keywords can be left to the librarian's
interpretation. For example, if a document being entered pertained to the former Soviet
Union, one librarian might enter "USSR" as a keyword, another librarian given a similar
document might enter "U.S.S.R. ", or "Soviet Union", or "Russia." Therefore, since the
keyword "U.S.S.R." is not the same as "USSR" in the system, a user searching by the
keyword "USSR" would not receive any data associated with the "U.S.S.R. " keyword.
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Figure 4-1 LDS '89 Two Subject Search Feature
When a search was successful, the resulting screen display consisted of library
specific information, e.g. barcode, control number, and the document's title. From the
title, the users would decide whether or not they wanted the document, no further
information was available. The user had no way of knowing if the document was
checked-out or whether its contents were more or less technical than they needed.
Furthermore, if the user wanted to conduct a follow-up search on the information
displayed, he/she was required by the system to re-enter the keywords. Here again the
original LDS search feature was limited.
Even with the restrictions described above, the search feature in LDS was a useful
tool, a tool noticeably missing from CDCSy
and the Mailroom Inventory System. Given LDS's scope and its background,
creating a flexible yet robust search would be challenging.
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C. NEW SEARCH OBJECTIVES
The emphasis in planning the new search for LDS was placed on creating a flexible
Boolean search capability. Ideally this capability would support AND, OR, NOT, and
parenthesis for complex search manipulation. Since the commercial ACDS provide
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Figure 4-2 Preliminary Design of New LDS Search
The lessons learned from the original LDS search indicated that the keywords must
be readily available to users. A keyword display screen was envisioned (Figure 4-2), that
would effectively eliminate typographical errors and out-of-date keywords. The users
would compose their search by selecting keywords with a mouse, or by using the arrow
keys to scroll through the keyword list and pressing the enter key when the desired
keywords are found. Additionally an advanced touch-type feature was conceived that
would permit the users to type the first few letters of the keyword they want. This would
move the cursor bar to the first keyword equaling their touch-type entry. If a match is
found the users would select the keyword, otherwise they could scroll through the choik. .•s
and complete their search as necessary. The same keyword display screen could be
utilized by librarians when entering documents and associated keywords. This would
reduce data entry errors and create a standardized set of keywords.
Once the documents matching the search criteria are found, the resulting display
should enable users to access additional information on any given document. This
information would be in the form of an abstract, entered by the librarian when the
document is initially input into the system. The abstract would provide a more detailed
description of the document's contents, than one could glean from its title. A portion of
the abstract screen display would indicate whether the document was available or already
checked-out. In addition to the abstract feature, users would be shown "SEE ALSO"
keywords for further reference. By selecting the "SEE ALSO" feature, users would have
the ability to refine their search even further.
Once the Boolean search feature is fabricated, its scope could be broadened to
permit searches composed of various document elements. For example, a patron might
want to find a document produced by NPS with keywords: Computers AND Libraries,
authored by Elkern, with the word LDS in the title.
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D. SEARCH ALGORITHM
The development of the search algorithm required several steps in order to achieve
the desired flexibility of a Boolean search. Sample searches were created, using AND or
OR, and inserted into symbolic search tree structures. The search tree structures were
then converted into a two dimensional array format for easy manipulation. Once the
step-by-step array traversal scheme was complete, a recursive search process was
developed to locate the matching keywords and associated data. Although all the
objectives identified for the Boolean search were not realized, it was designed for future
expansion. In its current form, the upgraded LDS search is the most complicated
algorithm in the system.
Several examples were compiled to simulate typical user generated searches. These
examples were then input into symbolic search tree structures. For example, the user
might compose a search: Engines AND Holodeck (Figure 4-3). In accordance with the
new schema design, each keyword is assigned a unique number, e.g. Engines is assigned 7
and Holodeck is assigned 9. Similarly for the search process, the Boolean connectors
AND and OR were assigned I and 2 respectively. By assigning character data, numeric




Figure 4-3 Symbolic Search Tree Structure
After constructing several examples, a two dimensional (2-D) array format was
conceived to store the search connectors and keywords as the search was generated. The
result was a 20 by 5 2-D array (Figure 4-4). This array design would provide ample cells
for the allocation needs of the sample AND and OR searches devised.
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Element Connector Left Left Right Right
Index Keyword Index Keyword
1 2 3 4 5
1 0 20 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
3 0 / 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0
91 0 0 0 0
100 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0
15 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
20 j 1 0 7 0 9
Figure 4-4 Two Dimensional Search Array
The table header (Figure 4-4) identifies the role of each cell column. The Element
columns and rows are for clarification purposes only. The Connector column contains the
AND or OR connectors, I or 2 respectively. A break point of row 10 was made between
the ANDs and ORs. Above row 10, all connectors are to be ORs and from row 10 and
below all connectors are to be ANDs. The Left Index and Right Index columns contain the
row numbers for the symbolic left and right side of the search tree. Lastly, the Left
Keyword and Right Keyword are the locations where the keyword number are stored
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according to their position in the symbolic tree structure. The example in Figure 4-3,
Engines AND Holodeck, has been inserted into the table in Figure 4-4. Starting from row
1, column 2, ft Index indicates row 20 as the current location of the search.
Following the arrow to row 20, in the Connector column a I appears indicating AND, and
both keywords appear in their respective Left Keyword and Right Keyword locations as
they appeared in the symbolic tree structure (Figure 4-3).
AND=1
Engines=7 Holodeck9 Bridge=11 Securfty=23
Figure 4-5 Complex AND Search Example
A more complex example would be the search for: Engines AND Holodeck AND
Bridge AND Security, or in numeric representation: 7-1-9-1-.11-1-23 (Figure 4-5). The
resulting two dimensional table created can be seen in Figure 4-6. Although this is the
largest search allowed in the current upgrade of LDS, it is plain to see that there is ample
room for future expansion of the search feature.
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Element Connector Left Left Right Right
Index Keyword Index Keyword
1 2 3 4 5
1 0 18 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 0 0
18 1 19 0 0 23
19 1 20 0 0 11
20 1 0 7 0 9
Figure 4-6 Complex AND Search Table Result
For completeness, a search example that uses both sides of symbolic tree structure
would be: Engines AND Holodeck OR Bridge AND Security (Figure 4-7). The resulting
table indicates how the array traversal would satisfy the search request (Figure 4-8). The
search algorithm was designed to handle more complex queries, however, since
parenthesis were not implemented, the number of connectors a user can combine is four.
AND=1AND=1
Engines=7 Holodeck--9 Sridge~ll Securit=2
Figure 4-7 Left and Right Search Tree Example
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Element Connector Left Left Right Right
Index Keyword Index Keyword
1 2 3 4 5
1 0 20 i 0 19 0
"2 0 1 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 0 0 0
19 1 0 11 0 23
20 1 0 7 0 9
Figure 4-8 Resulting Left and Right Side Search Table
With the array construction scheme operational, development began on a recursive
search process that would locate the 2-D array's contents in the database. Essentially this
involved traversing the 2-D array until the bounds of the search were satisfied- In terms of
the symbolic tree structure (Figure 4-7), the search begins at the right and traverses
toward left. Depending on the connectors found during the traversal, the data located is
handled accordingly; AND requires intersection of previous keyword and next keyworH,
and OR requires the union of previous keyword and next keyword. As keywords are
located in the database, their associated Shortitle (see Chapter III LDS Schema In Detail)
is stored in a separate Shortitle array. The algorithm then calls itself recursively, inserting
the next keyword into the search parameter. If the keyword is located and depending on
the connector between the current keywords (OR or AND), its Shortitle is either added to
the current Shortitle array, or it is discarded if it doesn't match any of the previous
Shortitles. This process continues until the search is resolved.
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E. NEW SEARCH FEATURES
Once the Boolean search was programmed, the user interface was designed. The
goal was to incorporate as many of the stated objectives as possible, from the lessons
learned based on the original LDS's search, to the requirements of implementing the
Boolean search. The most significant new feature is the ability for users to view and select
It .eywords on screen (Figure 4-9).
Figure 4-9 New LDS Search User-Interface
There are numerous ways to view and select the keywords from the on screen list.
The user can use a mouse to scroll down the list clicking on the word he/she wants,
depressing on the arrow or page-up/down keys will also allow the user to scroll through
the entire list of current keywords, and perhaps the most useful way of locating the desired
keyword is by simply typing the keyword. A touch-type algorithm seeks the letters
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one-by-one as the user types, attempting to find a match. When the match is found the
cursor bar rests on the keyword for the user to select. For example, if the user types
ENG, the first word matching the letters will be highlighted by the cursor bar (Figure
4-10). The user can then press Return or double-click on the word with the mouse to
select the keyword.
........ ....
Figure 4-10 Touch-Type Example
After the first word is chosen, the Boolean search dialog box appears on the screen
(Figure 4-11). At this point the user can choose to carry out the search based on what
appears in the search field, or select the AND or OR buttons to create a Boolean search.
(For a complete search example, see Chapter V.) By reducing the amount of typing the
user must do while creating their search, potentially time consuming errors are eliminated.
If the user select a Boolean connector, it is displayed in the search window and the user it
once again free to select another keyword from the list. This process, keyword/connector,
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continues until the user selects SEARCH or attempt to add more than three Boolean
connectors. With the current release of LDS, users can search for up to four keywords.
liJ. S.- .JK• ••, |So•IJ•i4L•i
Figure 4-11 Boolean Dialog Box
After the user chooses search, if documents are found matching the search criteria,
they are displayed on a subsequent search results screen (Figure 4-12). From this screen
users can elect to view an abstract from any of the document dispiayed. The abstract not
only provides more specific information on a document, but also informs the user of the
documents status.
Other useful elements have been added to the search result screen, such as: the user
can now view the search they input at the top of the screen, the current page and the total
number pages is displayed at the bottom left corner, and when the user is finished
reviewing the current results he/she can select the SEARCH MENU button. The SEARCH
MENU button allows him/her to edit the previous search, add an additional constraint.
delete a constraint, start a new search, or exit the search feature completely.
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Figure 4-12 Search Results Screen
The new search algorithm satisfies the primary goal of creating a flexible Boolean
search. This will enhance the user's Thili• locate desired information quickly, while
reducing the reliance and burden on librarians. The abstract capability permits the user to
evaluate the contents of a specific document as well as view its current status. The
keyword display feature assists both in searching and adding documents as it maintains a
list of standard associated keywords. Although not all the objectives for the search
upgrade were implemented, this new search is far superior to the original LDS's and is
comparable to search features found in commercial ACDS.
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V. LDS EXAMPLE
A. BREADTH OF EXAMPLE
The new version of LDS not only contains several new features, but was virtually
rewritten using the structural programming and object-oriented techniques CA-Clipper
provides. This being the case, the purpose of this chapter will be to highlight the most
significant features that have been incorporated into the new version of LDS. The features
to be demonstrated include: Search, Classifications, Custodians, Documents, and the
on-line Help facility. The data used in all examples is unclassified and completely
fictitious. To acquire a true appreciation for the features previewed here, one should
procure a copy of LDS.
B. SEARCH EXAMPLE
The new Boolean search implemented in LDS is very powerful and easy to use. Its
attributes include: a keyword display window, touch-type keyword access, keyword
scrolling and selection by using the keyboard or mouse, Boolean AND or OR search
construction, and document abstract viewing (see Chapter IV Search, for more
information). The following example will demonstrate how the Boolean AND assists in
reducing the search results.
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Figure 5-1 Selection of ENGINES Keyword
The search example begins by selecting the word ENGINES from the list of
keywords that appear in the keyword window (Figure 5-1). This occurs by either moving
the cursor bar down with the arrow keys or by taking advantage of the built in touch-type
feature that allows the user to type "ENG" and moves the cursor to the first word that
matches the letters typed (as seen in Figure 5-1). Hitting the Return key selects the word
ENGINES. At this point, the Boolean Options dialog box appears on the screen (Figure
5-2). Either the mouse or alternate key in combination with the button's shaded letters A,
0, or S, can be used to continue the search composition. For this first example, the search
button is selected (Alt-S) and the keyword ENGINES is immediately searched for in the
database.
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Figure 5-2 Boolean Options Dialog Box
If documents matching the search criteria are found, they are displayed on a results
screen (Figure 5-3). From this screen the user can view an abstract for a specifiz
document and its current status or return to the search menu. Abstracts are viewed by
pressing Alt-A or by clicking on the Abstract button with the mouse. An abstract dialog
box appears and requires the index number (# column at far left, range from I to 8) of the
document in order to display its associated abstract (see Add/Edit Document example for
sample abstract).
|I1 I
Figure 5-3 ENGINES Search Resuits
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If the Search Menu button is selected, another dialog box appears asking the user if
he/she would like to edit the previous search, start a new search or exit the search feature
completely. For this example, the edit previous search option is chosen and two additional
keywords are added connected by Boolean ANDs, forming the search string: ENGINES
AND SECURITY AND BRIDGE OF USS ENTERPRISE (Figure 5-4). If at any time
during the search composition stage an incorrect keyword or Boolean connector is
selected, the user can push the Delete Last button and remove the last item entered. Since
Boolean ANDs are used, the search results will be reduced from those displayed in Figure
5-3.
Figure 5-4 Modified Boolean Search
After choosing the Search button with the mouse, the search begins again, this time
with the Boolean constraints placed on the resulting documents. When the results are
compiled the document display screen appears with the matching documents a fraction of
those found when ENGINES was searched for previously (Figure 5-5). The same options
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that were available after the completion of the first search, are also available on the
document display screen in Figure 5-5.
Figure 5-5 Results of Second Boolean Search
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C. CLASSIFICATIONS
The incorporation of a flexible classification feature in the new LDS was paramount.
Although LDS will have a set of default classifications defined as defaults, the users will
have the ability to create, modify and delete classifications at will.
Figure 5-6 Classification Interface
The classification interface was designed to be user friendly and consistent with
other screen layouts in the system (Figure 5-6). The existing classifications are found in
the window centered on the screen. The abbreviation column (left) is where each
abbreviation appears for its corresponding definition (up to 40 characters) of the
classification in the right column. The buttons at the bottom of the screen can be accessed
by either pressing the highlighted letter, e.g. A for ADD or by clicking on the button with
the mouse.
The classification DESKTOP IV CONTRACT will be input for this example. The
first step is to create a six character abbreviation for DESKTOP IV CONTRACT, e.g.
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DSKTP4. By pressing the ADD button with the mouse a classification input dialog box
appears in the center of the screen (Figure 5-7). Note that the buttons at the bottom of
the screen temporarily disappear while the new classification is being added.
............0
Figure 5-7 Add Classification Dialog Box
Once DESKTOP IV CONTRACT is typed in, choosing the Okay button causes a
new dialog box to appear which permits the user to verify his/her entry (Figure 5-8). If
DESKTOP IV CONTRACT or its abbreviation was miss-typed, this dialog box would
allow the user to modify the new classification or cancel its entry altogether. By pressing
Return the new classification is added to the current list of classifications. The edit feature
operates the same as the add, simply choose the classification to edit and press the edit
button with the mouse.
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Figure 5-8 Classification Verification Dialog Box
The classification search is particularly useful for commands that have dozens of
classifications. When activated, the search option moves the cursor bar to the location of
the classification abbreviation entered by the user. For example, to search for the
DSKTP4 classification, the search option is activated by pressing the search button with
the mouse or by pressing the letter S. A prompt appears where the abbreviation is to be
entered (Figure 5-9). This feature is very similar to the touch-type feature found in the
Boolean search component, in that as the user types the abbreviation, the cursor bar
moves through the list of abbreviations to the one that matches. If no match is found a
low pitch tone sounds to indicate search failure. Once the classification is located it can be
edited or deleted.
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Figure 5-9 Classification Search
D. CUSTODIANS
Since custodians play such a critical role in the management of classified documents,
the new version of LDS facilitates the addition and maintenance of custodians. Consistent
with the previous classification feature, the custodian maintenance interface was designed
to be user friendly (Figure 5-10). Once entered into the system, custodians can be
assigned to specific documents indicating their accountability for those documents.
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Figure 5-10 Custodian Maintenance Interface
Adding a new custodian consists of pressing the Add button and filling the
corresponding data fields with the individual's social security number, custodian ID, name,
etc. For example to enter a new custodian by the name of Lt. Tom Wilson, the Add
Custodian Screen would appear as Figure 5-11. After entering the new custodian the user
is asked to input the custodian's password. The user must enter the password twice to
verify its correct spelling. If an error occurs during password entry, the user is prompted
to start over. The password feature is useful in areas of LDS that require proper
authorization to function, such as deleting documents. The Edit, Search and Del/Record
functions operate just as those in the Classifications feature described above.
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Figure 5-11 Add Custodian Screen Example
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E. DOCUMENTS
The Add Document feature provides for the entry of all the characteristics which
describe classified documents. In this new version of LDS, 11 new data fields have been
incorporated for a total of 18. The most significant of these new data fields are:
Classified, Custodian and Abstract. The overall interface layout is consistent with those
of the Classifications and Custodians features (Figure 5-12). The new elements of Add
Documents and its interface operation will be explained in the following example.
.-.- i -. ...
Figure 5-12 Add Document Interface
The document to be added in this example is called "Data Junction. The Barcode,
Control No (Number) and Short Title are entered first. Of the 18 data fields, the two most
critical fields are the Barcode and Short Title. Both fields must be entered before moving
to the Classified data field. If the user attempts to by-pass either of these two fields an
error message will appear accompanied by a warning tone. The example Barcode 1301 is
entered, and by pressing the Return key, the cursor moves to the next field, Control No.
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A Control No of (1-28094 is entered, and the Short Title is "Dat-Junc-94." Pressing the
Return key once again at the Short Title field, moves the cursor to the Classified field and
pops-up a listing of all the currently available classifications in the system for the user to
select (Figure 5-13). The benefit of this pop-up window is that if the user does not
remember the abbreviation for a certain, he/she can scroll up or down the list to find the
classification he/she wants. Additionally the touch-type feature described in the Boolean
search works here as well to aid in finding the correct classification abbreivation. The
classification is selected by pressing the Return key. The six letter abbreviation is placed
in the Classified data field.
Figure 5-13 Classification Pop-Up Window
Data Junction is entered as the Long Title. Since the Long Title can be up to 1330
characters in length it is not possible to view the entire title on one line. Therefore, a
feature has been added that allows the user to press the TAB key before or during Long
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Title entry and view the entire title at once. A dialog box appears in the center of the
screen with the Long Title wrap on two lines.
The entry of the next nine data fields requires little more that typing the data in and
pressing Return. However, once the Custodian data field is reached, another pop-up
window appears with the current custodians in the system (Figure 5-13). The user can
either touch-type the first few letters of the Cust ID desired or scroll through the list with
the arrow keys until the custodian is found who is responsible for the current document.
Figure 5-13 Custodian Pop-Up Window
Of the last three data fields to enter, the Abstract is the most important. The
Abstract as discussed previsouly is used to assist user in finding what document they want.
The Abstract provides a brief description about the document that can be viewed instantly,
where as to gain a similar understanding of a document without the abstract, the user
might have to page through the contents after requesting it from the librarian. The
Abstract data field expands as does the Long Title by pressing the TAB key. The librarian
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can enter a free form description of the document as lengthy as he/she wants. The Long
Title is automatically inserted into the Abstract data field allowing the librarian to add any
additional remarks (Figure 5-14). Once the Abstract is complete, pressing the TAB key
saves its contents.
Figure 5-14 Add Document Abstract Feature
The next step after entering the document's characteristic data is to either add a
completely New document, associated document Keywords, or Exit the Add Document
feature. If Keywords is selected, the screen changes to the Keyword Entry screen. The
layout of this screen is very similar to that of the Boolean search screen (Figure 5-1). The
Keywords dialog box incorporates the touch type feature and allows users to view the
current Keywords in the system. After the user types a few letters of a new keyword,
either a match is found our the user can complete the entry and add it to the list of
keywords. The Keywords already assigned to the current document appear on screen as
well. This feature assists in standardizing keywords by allowing the librarians to view the
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current keywords in the system and assign them to other documents prior to creating new
keywords which make be completely unique to the current document. The example of
"USSR" applies in this situation. If the librarian sees "USSR" as a keyword already in the
system, he/she will be more likely to select it than to enter, "U. S.S. R."
If the user chooses New document a dialog box appears on screen asking the user if
he/she wants to save the current document (Yes or No), or modify the current document.
If the user responds with Yes and Keywords do not exist for the current document, a
dialog box appears prompting the user to enter Keywords. Selecting No causes another
dialog box to appear (Figure 5-15). This check-box options allow the user to either stai L a
completely new document or to enter a series of documents based on the one previously
entered. In larger libraries at training commands this feature is essential since they might
receive 20 copies of the same document. It is senseless to require librarians to enter each
of the 20 documents, especially when the only difference is their barcodes. When New
Barcode (Previous Document on Screen) is selected, the user can specify the number of
copies to enter. If the barcodes are sequential LDS adds the documents immediately.
However, if the barcodes are not sequential, the librarian is prompted to enter each
individual barcode before the documents can be entered into the system.
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Figure 5-15 New Document Choices
If the user selects Exit, and the current document has not been saved, the same
options dialog box appears prompting the user to either save, modify or no save the
current document. After the user makes his/her choice the Add Document feature is left
and the system returns to the Main Menu.
F. ON-LINE HELP
The new version of LDS is designed to provide users ;,it, access to context
sensitive help from anywhere in the program by pressing the F1 key. This will enhance
users produ,.tivity from the moment they begin using LDS and continue to aid them as the
venture into unfamiliar or less frequently used features. Although a comprehensive user's
guide for LDS will be available, implementing the On-line Help should minimize the need
for user's to access the manual.
The Help example is taken from the Boolean search feature where search
composition can be somewhat difficult without adequate assistance. After selecting the
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first keyword, the Boolean Options dialog box appears. For a new user this can be
somewhat confusing, until the F1 key is pressed and the help screen appears (Figure
5-16). The user can scroll-up/down reading as much or little help text as necessary to
explain the current process. If further help is available on the current procedure or a
related process, the FJ:NextHelp message will appear at the bottom-right of the help
screen. By pressing the F1 key again, a pull-down menu appears at the top-left corner of
the help screen. This menu is effectively a hypertext link to related processes that may
further assist the user.
Figure 5-16 Sample Search Help Screen
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VI. CONCLUSION
This thesis presents research that involved conducting a survey of DoN classified
libraries to determine their automated systems needs. As a result, an extended automated
classified document system (ACDS), called the Library Document System (LDS), was
developed. LDS incorporates the latest in user interface technologies and database
design methods to establish a stable system for usage and further development by DoN
Libraries.
A. RESEARCH SUMMARY
The determination that a standardized ACDS does not exist in the Navy provided
the impetus for developing and implementing LDS. Although other systems were
discovered during research, they proved to be either too costly in terms of new
equipment requirements and system size, or out-of-date with limited functionality and
poor user interfaces.
The methods patrons use to gain access to classified libraries were identified.
Although these methods are relatively effective, they often waste the patron's and
librarian's time. This spurred the development of a sophisticated Boolean search
mechanism for LDS. The amount of information presented via the Boolean search to
users on-line would significantly reduce the need to page through documents in order to
assess their content.
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Information acquired from libraries outside DoN proved useful in assessing the
availability and functionality of commercial ACDSs. It became evident that purchasing a
commercially developed system is no guarantee of its effectP' -.... -
The ability to incorporate features typically associated with commercial systems
was a major factor in the development of LDS. These features include: the Boolean
search, user definable classifications, audit trails, and mousable user interfaces. Through
the implementation of these features, LDS's future as a reliable ACDS has been secured.
B. APPLICATION
Although LDS was developed in the Navy, its application is DoD-wide for libraries
that manage classified as well as unclassified documents. Because of its flexible
configuration, a library in the Air Force could use LDS equally as well as a classified
library in the Navy.
Database researchers may also find LDS interesting, as it is effectively a case study
into how to upgrade an existing database system. The evolution of LDS from a database
with seven tables to 17 was a tedious endeavor. This modification required meticulous
attention to the relational database integrity and traditional database design
methodologies.
The Boolean search algorithm might also be of interest to database programmers
who are involved in creating a search mechanism for their systems. The new LDS search




Database evolution is an ongoing process both in theoretical and practical terms.
This thesis represents the practical evolution of a database system, LDS. The need to
enhance LDS with new database doctrines remains as long as users employ LDS as a
tool. An example of applying a new database doctrine to LDS would be to transform
LDS completely from a relational database system to the object-oriented database
paradigm.
User interface design is another area which draws a great deal of attention. In
today's PC market, if programs are not introduced in a Microsoft WindowsTM graphic
user interface format, their chances for success are seriously hampered. However, LDS
and its market are very different, the results from the surveys indicated that the majority
of potential users run MS-DOS 5.0 as their primary operating system. Therefore, the
LDS upgrade was written to operate effectivel., in MS-DOS with the option of running it
under Windows. This solution bridges the gap between DOS and Windows users for the
short-term. In the coming years, however, as DoN transitions to Windows based
platforms, LDS will need to do the same.
Secure environments like classified libraries are becoming more and more
interconnected with outside entities. Since LDS was designed to operate in a secure
space, it does not have the multi-level secure (MLS) system built-in that would screen
user clearance levels and provide appropriate access. A basic screening process was
implemented that enables librarians to verify patron's access levels based on the patron's
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profile stored in the PATRONDBF table. However, this implementation is not required
and only assists in authorizing access, it does not deny user access as in a MLS system.
The area of creating MLS systems is one in which LDS would make a good candidate,
especially if its network capability is exploited to provide access to network users who
may not have the proper security clearances.
Further automation of LDS's search and check-in/out capability are areas that may
be of interest. Reducing the amount of workload placed on librarians is the driving
force behind LDS, however further reduction can be gained if the above tasks are
automated. As the DoD goes through a reduction in work-force, providing patrons the
ability to conduct their own searches would reduce the librarian's involvement until a
document is requested. Although somewhat more difficult to anticipate, the automation
of the check-in/out of routine material would be beneficial to librarians as well. A
thorough analysis LDS and its time intensive areas would be another direction in locating
the areas for further automation.
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UNCLASSIFIED - Please do not answer questions that would violate security standards






Point of Contact: Phone: (DSN)
Alternate POC: (Comm.)
Describe your library:
1. How many publications do you maintain in your collection? (approximately)
2. How many patrons do you serve daily?
3. Do patrons have the ability to access your library automation system? Li YES 0i NO
Describe the computers used for controlling your publications: (circle all that apply)
4. Computer Hardware used? (Intel 286/386/486) Brand name:
5. Operating System used? (DOS/Windows/OS-2/Novell/Unix) Version:
6. Are you on a network of Personal Computers? Li YES 13 NO
If Yes, what Network are you using? (Novell/Lantastic/3Com/Other:
7. What type of printer do you have? (Dot Matrix/Laser/Daisy Wheel/Other:)
Model and Brand name of printer:
8. Do you use a mouse frequently? Li YES [] NO
Describe your Library Automation Software:
9. Which library automation software are you currently using: (check one)
Li CDC System 0i dBase IV/III+ Li In-house system C] None
Li Other (please specify)
10. Are you pleased with the Library Automation System you are using? Li YES Li NO
11. Have you had problems with your Library Automation System? (check all that apply)
Li Not enough features
Li Loses data (sometimes/frequently)
Li Not user friendly or software is difficult to learn
Li Worthington TriCoder (T-50) does not work as advertised
Li Subcustody feature inadequate
UNCLASS[FIED
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UNCLASSIFIED - Please do not answer auestions that would violate security standards
E3 Other (explain):
12. If you checked #11 - "Not enough features", what additional features would you like?
El Boolean Search Capability, i.e., search by "Ships and Subs or Aircraft not anti-"
0] Automatic Backup Option after hours
El Patron Access to Search of Library Collection
El Software would be mouse drivenEl Other features (explain):
Library Document System software upgrade:
13. Would you be interested in upgrading from your current Library Automation System to a
system that incorporates many of the features described above and has been in operation for
nearly five years? El YES E1 NO
14. If your current system's data was converted to the proposed LDS system at a remote secure
site, would you be more likely to upgrade? C3 YES [] NO
15. Would a 3 letter classification field size be sufficient to handle the variety of classifications for
publications at your command? 0 YES [ NO
If no specify size: _
16. Would you need to maintain more than 20 diff-'-nt !ývels of classified material on your library
automation system? El YES 0 NO
If yes specify size rounding up to the nearest 10: _
17. Wold a Short Title size of 30 be sufficient to handle your publications? El YES 0l NO
If no specify size:
18. Do you subcustody and transfer publications to other personnel or commands often?
E3 YES E3 NO
19. Do you need password protection for deleting publications or other areas? El YES El NO
If yes please specify other areas:
20. Are there any other specific concerns you have about upgrading to LDS?




The purpose of this document is to present the survey results from CDCS's users. The
insight acquired from these results greatly assisted in planning, developing and
implementing the upgraded LDS.
The survey questions were as follows:
1. How many publications do you maintain in your collection?
(approximately)
This answer varied from: (overall average: 1168)
2 0, 1 100, 1 225, 2 250, 1 255, 1 300,
1 500, 1 800, 1 1000, 1 1075, 1 1200, 3 2000,
1 2400, 1 2500, 1 3000.
2. How many patrons do you serve daily? Average 44
20, 20, 5, 12, 12, 3, 160, 20, 11, 35, 10, 5, 40, 60, 5, 300, 15 = 733
3. Do patrons have the ability to access your library automation system?
ALL RESPONDED NOH!!

















7. What type of printer do you have? (Dot Matrix/Laser/Daisy
Wheel/Other: ) Model and Brand name of printer:
Multiple types: I
Laser:
North Atlantic Il-T/III-T 6
Hewlett Packard Laser II-T 5
HP Laser Jet IIIIIIIP 3
UNISYS 1,
Mitek Model 1 10-T 1,
8. Do you use a mouse frequently?
Yes'. 7
9. Which library automation software are you currently using: (check one)
- CDC System 15
- dBase IV/III+ 1
- In-house system 1
- None: 1
- Other WP51, Oracle,




11. Have you had problems with your Library Automation System? (check
all that apply)
-Not enough features 10
-Loses data (sometimes/frequently) 7
-Not user friendly or software is difficult to learn 10
-Worthington TriCoder (T-50) does not work as advertised 6
-Subcustody feature inadequate 4
-Other (explain):
- Unable to modify certain fields after initial data entry
- Fields not long enough to enter information to ease retrieval
- Labels should print sequentially w/o manually typing each label into the computer
- Use alternate GENSER registered system (not workable)???
- Doesn't produce appropriate forms
12. If you checked #11 - "Not enough features", what additional features
would you like?
"* Boolean Search Capability 10
"* Automatic Backup Option after hours 7
"* Patron Access to Search of Library Collection 8
"* Software would be mouse driven 7
* Other features (explain):
- Universal barcode software compatible
- Search by subject/sort by category or country or subjects that are similar
- Inventory report is hard to read
- Need to be able to sort documents that pertain to certain subjects
- If a field was available to enter a category or sort by when requested or when
printing reports.
Field that states last inventory / date / by
Would like the capacity to generate a destruction log
Scanner should be easier to use within program
Backup feature is very important with easy data recovery
Should provide technical information to aid in trouble shooting on site, including file structure
and the ability to recover data if the system crashes
Automation of forms and use barcode technology?
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13. Would you be interested in upgrading from your current Library
Automation System to a system that incorporates many of the features
described above and has been in operation for nearly five years?
- YES 19
- NO 1
14. If your current system's data was converted to the proposed LDS system
at a remote secure site, would you be more likely to upgrade?
- YES 11
- NO 5
15. Would a 3 letter classification field size be sufficient to handle the
variety of classifications for publications at your command?
- YES 15
- NO 5
-If no specify size: 5 -- The new size will be FIVE characters long.
16. Would you need to maintain more than 20 different levels of classified
material on your library automation system?
- YES 2
- NO 18
17. Would a Short Title size of 30 be sufficient to handle your publications?
- YES 17
-NO










- Various documents require "need to know" access
- Custody transfer




20. Are there any other specific concerns you have about upgrading to LDS?
- As long as we can be assured that Documents won't be lost, it should be upgraded and
a Navy wide program that ADP Personnel are familiar with
- Support - availability for long-term support
- Maintainability - flexibility - expandability - compatibility with existing configuration
- Programmed access controls (discretionary access control)
- Can not be used in a GENSER registered system unless changed from present
configuration
- Would like to use LDS before transfer
- Difficulty
- Prefer to perform data conversion on-site
- Will be upgrading our PC, purchasing a Gateway 2000, model 486-33
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APPENDIX B: LDS DATABASE SCHEMA
1. Table for the DOCUMENT.DBF:
Field Attributes Field Name Type Width Index File
I PRIMARY KEY BARCODE Numeric 7 d barcde
2 CONTROL NO Character 15 d cntrl
3 LONGTITLE Character 130 dlong
4 SHORTITLE Character 30 d short
5 ORIGINATOR Character 20 d-origin
6 DATEOFPUB Date 8
7 DATERECVD Date 8
8 COPYNUMB Numeric 3
9 COPYAVAIL Numeric 3
10 LOCATION Character 15
11 COMMANDID Logical 1
12 FOREIGN KEY CLASSNUMB Numeric 3 d clasnmb
13 Active, Lost, Destroyed STATUS Character 1
14 CUSTODIAN Character 8 d custs
15 DISPODATE Date 8
16 DEFCOS Character 10
17 NOTES Character 30
18 ABSTRACT Memo 10 1
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2. Tabk for the SUBJECTS.DBF:
Field Attributes Field Name Type Width Index File
1 PRIMARY KEY SUBJ NUMB Numeric 2
2 SHORTITLE Character 30 s short
3 FOREIGN KEY IKEY NUMBER Numeric 5
* Index s_keysht = KeyNumber+Shortitle
* Index s_nmbsht = Subj_Numb+Shortitle
3. Table for the KEYWORDS.DBF:
Field Attributes Field Name Type Width Index File
1 PRIMARY KEY KEY-NUMBER Numeric 5 kjkeynmb
2 jKEYWORD Character 25 k keywrd
4. Table for the CUSTDIAN.DBF:
Field Attributes Field Name Type Width Index File
1 CSSN Numeric 9
2 CLASTNAME Character 25 cu iname
3 CFIRSTNAME Character 15
4 PRIMARY KEY CUST ID Character 8 cu id
5 CRATE RANK Character 6
6 CLOCATION Character 15
8 CPHONE Numeric 12
8 CDATEINPUT Date 8
9 Primary or Sub. CTYPE Character I
10 CACCESS Boolean 1 I
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5. Table for the PASSWORD.DBF:
Field Attributes Field Name Type Width Index File
I PRIMARY KEY CUSTID Character 8 pwcstid
2 PASSWORD Character 15
This file will be hidden in the LDS directory to assist in keeping the passwords
relatively secure.
6. Table for the ACCESS.DBF:
Field Attributes Field Name Type Width Index File
1 PRIMARY KEY ACCESSSSN Numeric 9 ac ssn
2 ACCLEVELS Character 5
7. Table for the CHKINOUT.DBF:
Field Attfibutes Field Name Type Width Index File
I PRIMARY KEY SSN Numeric 9 ckssn
2 FOREIGN KEY BARCODE Numeric 6 ck bar
3 Type of check-out CKSTATUS Character 7
4 DATEOUT Date 8 ckdate
5 QUANTITY Numeric 3
6 uWbCOe d atV y, CLASSIFIC Character I
7 Subcustody? T/F CHK OUT Logical 1
8 Custodian ID CUSTODIAN Character 8 _1
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8. Table for the SPECIAL.DBF:
Field Attributes Field Name Type Width Index File
Based Rec. Numb. RECNO() sp-recno
1 PRIMARY KEY BARCODE Numeric 6 sp~bar
2 FOREIGN KEY SHORTITLE Character 20
9. Table for the DOCDEL.DBF:
Field Attributes Field Name Type Width Index File
1 PRIMARY KEY BARCODE Numeric 7 dl bar
2 CONTROLNO Character 15 ld cntrl
3 LONGTITLE Character 130
4 SHORTITLE Character 30
5 ORIGINATOR Character 20
6 DATEOFPUB Date 8
7 DATERECVD Date 8
8 COPYNUMB Numeric 3
9 COPYAVAIL Numeric 3
10 LOCATION Character __5
11 COMMAND_ ID Logical 1
12 CLASSTYPE Character 4
13 STATUS Character 1
14 CUSTODIAN Character 8
15 DISPODATE Date 8
16 DEFCOS Character 10
17 NOTES Character 30
18 FOREIGN KEY REPORT NUM Character 12
Effectively the same table as DOCUMENT.DBF, however the report number
is added and is keyed to the REPORTS.DBF via the REPORTNUM. See
REPORTS.DBF for detail of it's stored information. The ABSTRACT field
has been omitted as well for space conservation reasons.
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10. Table for the REPORTS.DBF:
Field Attributes Field Name Type Width Index File
1 PRIMARY KEY REPORTNUM Character 12 r number
2 RCUSTODIAN Character 8 r cust
3 RDATE Date 8
4 RTIME Numeric 5
11. Table for the COMMAND.DBF:
Field Attributes Field Name Type Width Index File
1 PRIMARY KEY COMMAND ID Character 6
2 provide sample COMDNAME Character 55
3 DESTROYYR Numeric 1
4 AUTHORIZED Logical 1
5 AUTH OFF Character 40
6 DESTROFF Character 40
7 WITNESS OF Character 15
8 A: or B: drive DISK BKUPS Character 1
9 PRINTER Numeric 2
1Q0 Do yo*uwantto cor users ENTER USER Logical 1
ckcrk-OUt time?
11 "" "•ua'X1r PURGE USER Numeric 2
12 sPcc" bamco& • o°•ff 3i"tc SPECIAL Logical 1
13 Tikedlfm u me m TITLE CLAS Character 50
14 s.,.u oco• SECURITY Logical 1
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12. Table for the HISTORY.DBF:
Field Attributes Field Name Type Width Index File
1 PRIMARY KEY HBARCODE Numeric 7 h bar
2 S~ystcmD,& HTRANS ACT Character 1
3 HDATE Date 8
4 HTJ!ME Numeric 5 c
5 FOREIGN KEY HCUSTODIAN Character 8 _hcust
13. Table for the INVENTRY.DBF:
Field Attributes Field Name Type Width Index File
I PRIMARY KEY BARCODE Numeric 7 invbar
2 CLASSNUMB Numeric 3
3 LOCATION Character 15
4 STATUS Character 1 I
14. Table for the TEMPVENT.DBF:
Field Attributes Field Name Type I Width Index File
I1 PRIMARY KEY BARCODE Numeric 7
15. Table for the INVSESN.DBF:
Field Description Field Name Type Width Index File
1 PRIMARY KEY CUST ID Character 8 ses cust
2 N-normai, C - classified, TYPE Character 1
L - location.
3 DESCRIBE Character 15
4 Start recno0 START Numeric 7
5 End recnoo STOP Numeric 7
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16. Table for the PATRONS.DBF:
Field Attributes Field Name Type Width Index File
I PRIMARY KEY PSSN Numeric 9 pssn
2 PLASTNAMiE Character 25 plname
3 PFIRSTNAM Character 15
4 PRATE-RANK Character 6
5 PLOCATION Character 15
6 PPHONE Numeric 12
7 PDATEINPUT Date 8
8 PACCESS Logical 1
9 PEXPIRES Date 8
17. Table for the CLASSES.DBF:
Field Description Field Name Type Width Index File
1 PRIMARY KEY CLASS NUMB Numeric 3 cl numb
1 SECOND KEY CLASS ABRV Character 6 cliabrv
2 CLASS DEF Character 40 1
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